Reflective Practice Exchange

Friday 27th Sept 2019, 1-1.45pm, Room 2048

A light lunch will be provided.

We know that programme committees in Business identify examples of good practice in T&L strategies in their Annual Monitoring form, and for this session, we are interested in sharing these from the lens of reflective practice. You are invited to come along to the upcoming ‘Lunch & Learn’ Reflective Practice Exchange and informally present/talk about your activities in this key pedagogy.

Why you should come along!

The purpose of this Exchange is to enable colleagues in the College to share their experience of designing and delivering good reflective practice opportunities for their students (and themselves!) which may be currently taking place on their modules/programmes. It will provide an opportunity to discuss, source and share ideas and good practices related to reflective practice in Business Education, and consider how we can enhance these while supporting the development of our students.

Rather than formal presentations, we will be having a Round-Robin approach with each participant having an equal opportunity to share their reflective practice approach/activities/ideas for 5 mins or so – it could be talking about a current/recent piece of reflective work, or your suggestions for improving reflective practice in your discipline. As always, the ‘Lunch & Learn’ sessions aim to create and facilitate conversations around the practical applications of key topics in learning & teaching, and consider how these link with programme-level curricula.

There is also a practical outcome from this event. Participants will be invited to engage in a Reflective Practice Rubric working group (details will be shared on the day). To complement this, a ‘legacy’ eResource on Reflective Practice in modern Business Education is currently being planned; this can be a cross-campus online resource for use by both staff and students in the future, and if interested, you will have a chance to contribute to its development.